Above-millijoule super-continuum generation using polarisation dependent filamentation in atoms and molecules
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Abstract: We demonstrate for the first time that input polarisation control inducing one single filamentation is a very robust technique to accurately control the filamentation dynamics enhancing throughput energy of the supercontinuum generation up to 1.2 millijoule. Reaching the above-millijoule regime opens the way to post-compression of multi-terawatt laser pulses.
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1. Introduction

The development of techniques for few-cycles laser pulses generation has been one of the recent achievements that opened the way to dramatic improvements in many fields of research pushing the frontier of high field physics \([1, 2, 3, 4]\) and extreme nonlinear optics \([5, 6]\) towards the non-adiabatic limit \([7, 8, 9, 10]\). These techniques together with carried envelope phase stabilisation (CEP) \([11]\) are one of the key point for generation of extreme ultraviolet (XUV) attosecond pulses train \([9]\) and isolated attosecond pulses \([7, 8]\). To produce few-cycle laser pulses the first technique was proposed by M. Nisoli and coworkers \([12]\) using self-phase modulation in gas-filled hollow fibers enabling to produce 3.8 fs laser pulses with hundred microjoules energy throughput. To avoid fiber-laser coupling issues and maximum energy input limitation an alternative technique based on filamentation in gas was proposed and demonstrated \([13, 14, 15]\). It provided sub-5fs pulses with hundreds of microjoules, selecting the output spatial inner core \([17]\), maintaining the CEP \([16]\) and a good output beam spatial quality. All these sytems make use of additional chirp compensation based on chirp mirrors that could be apparently supressed making use of filamentation self-compression \([18, 19]\). Practically, the filamentation is obtained by focusing a laser pulse in a gas cell, leading to its nonlinear propagation over several Rayleigh length parameter. This propagation is now understood as an equilibrium between the Kerr effect, leading to beam focusing and plasma generation inducing beam defocusing inducing a broadening of the incident pulse spectrum to more than an optical octave and a self-guiding that improves the spatial mode quality \([20]\). In addition, the process improves the intensity stability due to the pulse intensity clamping that occurs inside the filament \([21, 22, 23]\). Over all these properties, the underlying physics of filamentation is supported by well established numerical modeling and continue to spark off interest and ideas \([24]\). Nevertheless, even if most of the present filamentation set-up provide sub-5 fs pulses the energy throughput still remains limited to few hundreds of microjoule. However, regarding the robustness of the filamentation technique in the gigawatt regime and the advance in laser technology to provide more and more powerful laser pulses up to multi-terawatt regime, we think that this method could be a good candidate to export the production of few-cycles pulses to the multi-millijoule throughput energy regime.

In this work, our motivation is to generate a supercontinuum source with more than a millijoule (supra-mJ) energy throughput, increasing the input power and avoiding for multi-filamentation formation. We looked for a laser macroscopic parameter easy to control and which does not depend significantly on laser fluctuations. Therefore we oriented our choice on the input laser polarisation easily controlled by an input quarter-wave plate whilst the output ellipticity can be adjusted by a properly oriented broadband quarter-wave plate to afford the supercontinuum generated. Here we present a complete experimental study of filamentation behavior with respect to the ellipticity degree of the input laser pulse. We demonstrate experimentally for the first time to our knowledge that a polarisation control is an efficient tool to increase the input power maintaining one single filament providing a supercontinuum of 300 nm bandwidth. We managed with one stage filament to carry energy throughput up to 1.2 mJ and to break the mJ limit. Besides, we highlight generic and singular behavior of the single filament generated in atomic (argon) or molecular (nitrogen) gas targets. This is the first step towards multi-millijoule supercontinuum and few-cycles pulses generation necessary to explore high flux secondary sources in high intense non-adiabatic conditions.

1.1. Supercontinuum control on input polarisation

We selected 4 mJ from our Titane: Sapphire multi-terawatt laser system that provides 805 nm, 30 fs pulses operating at 10 Hz repetition rate (Amplitude Technologies). The input (a) and output (b) laser beams were measured with SPIDER \([25]\) and are presented in Fig. 1. In a first
step the laser input energy was attenuated to 600 μJ and focused with a spherical silver mirror with a radius of curvature (ROC) of -3000 mm into a 2 m long cell filled with nitrogen at 1520 mbar. The output of the filamentation exhibits a broadened spectrum, with its center of gravity shifted toward shorter wavelengths due to ionisation. Collimating the output beam and selecting the inner core we obtain an energy of 200 μJ after standard chirp mirrors compensation with 200 nm large spectra. We measured reproducible 12.3 fs pulses profile (Fig. 1(b)) confirming a compression factor close to 2.5.

Fig. 1. Input (FWHM = 29.7 fs) and output filament pulse (FWHM = 12.3 fs) profiles: the filament is generated in one stage cell filled with nitrogen at atmospheric pressure.

Taking this measurement as a starting point, we fixed the cell pressure and allowed two degrees of freedom: the input energy that could be scaled from 0 to 4 mJ by a set of half-wave plate and polariser and the ellipticity degree tuned by a quarter-wave plate. The CPA[26] laser compressor is adjusted to compensate for the total matter dispersion In a first experiment we fixed the input energy to 2 mJ corresponding to input peak laser intensity of $1.1 \times 10^{14} W/cm^2$ below the targets barrier supression ($2.4 \times 10^{14} W/cm^2$ for argon and $2.2 \times 10^{14} W/cm^2$ ) and enough to consider that ionisation is driven by tunnel process. The gas pressure is fixed to 1180 mbar for the argon case and 1630 mbar for the nitrogen one to generate one single filament in linear input polarisation. We compared the effect of the polarisation control on a single filament mode generated in the atomic versus molecular target. We choose these specific couple of targets because they have the same ionisation potential ($I_p(Ar) = 15.79 eV$ and $I_p(N_2) = 15.58 eV$), ensuring filamentation under the same ionisation regime. To probe the filamentation dynamic by polarisation control [27] we study the evolution of the output spectra, in the inner core selection, with respect to the input ellipticity degree $\varepsilon$. In this experiment the dynamic is ellipticity dependent. therefore we did observed that a specific inner core selection had to be done. The difference of selection was not dramatic 3-4 mm. Indeed the largest supercontinuum, the smallest inner core selection. The smallest selection define an inferior limit necessary for being independent of the ellipticity so that for this measurement, we choose the 3 mm selection and did all the measurement through it. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) for argon and (b) for nitrogen. We observe a common behaviour for the atomic and the molecular targets: in linear polarisation ($\varepsilon = 0$) a supercontinuum up to 300 nm is generated consistent with a pulse duration below 7 fs. These spectra exhibit a long blue tail appearing as constant flat top shoulder (nitrogen case) and modulated one (argon case) from 600 nm to 400 nm. In both cases the blue shoulder corresponds to frequencies generated by Kerr effect in the self-steepening region of the pulse[28, 29]. Independently of the gas nature, changing the ellipticity degree from 0 (linear polarisation) to 1 (circular polarisation) induces a decrease of the spectra bandwidth.
from 300 nm to $\approx 60 \text{nm}$. Indeed increasing the ellipticity degree we basically decrease the ionisation rate [30] and increase the critical power for collapse [31] $P_{cr=0} < P_{cr=1}$. As a result the self-phase modulation and the plasma formation are less efficient in circular polarisation so that to be in the same conditions of filamentation obtained in the linear polarisation case, one needs to increase the input energy.

![Single filament spectra dependence on the ellipticity degree for argon (a: left) and nitrogen (b: right) targets](image)

**Fig. 2.** Single filament spectra dependence on the ellipticity degree for argon (a: left) and nitrogen (b: right) targets

### 1.2. Spatial control: Converging to single-filamentation

Assuming now that for producing a single filament it is possible to start with a higher input energy with circular polarisation than with a linear polarisation, we propose to define the maximum input energy for our experimental study in argon and nitrogen. To do so we explore the possibility to reduce multi-filamentation formation[32, 33] by controlling the ellipticity degree and the input energy. For this second experiment we maintained the pressure to the previous values and we fixed the input energy to 3.6 mJ in order to induce multi-filamentation in argon and in nitrogen for a linear polarisation. Thus we increase the ellipticity degree to study the multi-filamentation spatial profile behavior. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) for argon target and (b) for nitrogen one. Note that the nitrogen molecules are randomly oriented and that at $1.1 \times 10^{14} \text{W/cm}^2$, only single ionisation occurs. Under the MO-ADK theory, X. M. Tong and coworkers [38] demonstrated for linear polarisation, that nitrogen single ionisation rate is three times lower than argon one. As a result, for the same input energy we produce 2-3 filaments in nitrogen and more than 5 in argon.

The results show a similar behavior in both targets: increasing the ellipticity degree form linear polarisation ($\varepsilon = 0$) to circular polarisation ($\varepsilon = 1$) the number of multi-filaments is reduced until converging to a single filament mode. In the inner core selection of the single filament produced by circular light, we observe supercontinuum generation of $\approx 300 \text{nm}$. In order to correctly measure the energy in this supercontinuum we define the selected output inner core as performed in [17]. Note that in this experiment where we change the ellipticity and adjust the input energy in order to always produce the same single filament, the dynamic is maintained therefore it is independent on the ellipticity. We define the inner core again resulting as a selection of 3 mm for all the measurements. This selection done, we measured 0.8 mJ for argon target while an energy up to 1.2 mJ is obtained for nitrogen. We also notice that with a initial circular polarisation the filament output pointing and energy stability is better as recorded in [34, 35]. This shows that controlling the laser input pulse polarisation one can force the multi-
filamentation to converge to a single filament containing supra-mJ supercontinuum generation up to 300 nm for a fixed input energy.

1.3. Molecular and atomic behavior

Generating filament in atomic and molecular targets, we observed general behavior on the spectral and spatial frame by the polarisation control. Looking in details differences appear between argon and nitrogen filament generation. Even if for both targets the nonlinearity could be comparable, the ionisation contribution remains different. In linear polarisation we notice that the arrangement of the multi-filaments distribution presents a different transversal alignment from argon to nitrogen. To understand we first measure the focal spot in air with low energy to avoid nonlinear effects. The spatial focus distribution shown in Fig. 3 presents a clear elliptic spatial shape that is responsible for spatial anisotropic propagation and explains the alignment of the multi-filaments [36, 37]. However it does not explain the clear difference of the alignment orientation from argon to nitrogen. To understand this spatial orientation we first supposed that an alignment of the molecules in the leading edge of the pulse might provide an additional anisotropy. To probe this hypothesis we generated double-filamentation in nitrogen in linear polarisation and with a half-wave plate we modify the orientation of the linear polarisation. We did not see any effect on the double-filamentation orientation. Indeed for short pulses (tens femtoseconds) one can consider that the time scale whilst the alignment is longer than hundred of femtoseconds, therefore it cannot be responsible of the observed discrepancy. The only process left to explain the differences observed between the argon and the nitrogen filament alignment must be then the ionisation process. The key point to find the origin of the different behaviour is on the particular electronic structure of the nitrogen molecule. The ionisation
does not occur along the molecular axis but along the orientation of the valence electron orbital, meaning that the ionisation depends on the molecular symmetry. For the particular case of nitrogen, the valence electron occupies a $\sigma_g$ state which is an elongated orbital. This particular electronic structure induces an anisotropic electronic density after the ionisation which, together with other anisotropy sources, could be able to align the filaments in a particular direction. In the case of the atomic target the only anisotropy present is the beam spatial profile, which explains the different experimental multi-filaments orientation observed between the argon and the nitrogen targets. In order to follow the dynamic to have a better understanding of the difference between molecular and atomic behaviours observed, one could measure the multiple filamentation in different gas mixture. The transition observable might be measurable and interesting since it would allowed an other degree of freedom (the ratio of species) to control the plasma effect on the dynamic.

Now that we can maintain supra-mJ single filament, we address the question of how the ellipticity degree influence the amount of initial peak power usable and how the nature of the target will limit or enhance this control? To understand this influence we performed a systematic measurement of the initial peak power to maintain one filament with respect to the ellipticity degree. The criteria we choose for the definition of single filament are: a single transverse mode, within this mode a supercontinuum generation of 300 nm with the same shape and a maintained longitudinal filament effective length in the visible. We observe systematically a visible length of 27 cm that corresponds to an effective filament length of at least two self-focusing cycles [39]. To estimate our initial peak power we measured the input pulse duration and the input energy. As it is shown in Fig. 4(a) the peak power could be increased with the ellipticity degree for both targets types in the same way maintaining one filament. It is also obvious, regarding the results, that each type of target cover a range of "allowed" input peak power. The different input power between the atomic and the molecular targets is again related with the ionisation process. It is known that for the case of random oriented nitrogen molecules and linear laser polarisation, the molecular-ADK theory [38] shows that the tunnel ionisation rate is 3 times lower than the argon case, so that the plasma effect is reduced in nitrogen. The input peak power can therefore be higher in the molecular than in the atomic target to obtain the same dynamics, as have been shown in our experimental data. For our purpose, the nitrogen target is the best choice to obtain a multi-mJ sub-10 fs laser source.

All the current filamentation post compression stage usually deals with linear input polarisation. To highlight what will be gained for these operated systems by converting their standard linear polarisation to a circular one we measure the ratio between input peak power necessary to maintain one filament in all the possible input ellipticity over the peak power in linear polarisation. The results are presented in Fig. 4(b) that shows a surprising effect with regard to the Fig. 4(a). Actually the maximum gain obtained in circular polarisation corresponds to a factor 2 in argon whereas in nitrogen it is limited to 1.6.

Note that the peak power measured here corresponds to the input peak power for generating one single filament. therefore It includes not only the Kerr effect but also the ionisation effect through the plasma formation. If now we consider only the Kerr effect, we found out that the self-focusing process is independent on the target nature (see Analysis section) with constant critical power gain of 3/2 for the circularly polarised laser. We conclude that the different gain obtained for each target is only due to ionisation that provides a total peak power gain superior to 3/2, (see Analysis section) with constant critical power gain of 3/2 for the circularly polarised laser. Therefore, the different gain obtained for each target is only due to ionisation that provides a total peak power gain superior to 3/2.

Therefore, for the {argon, nitrogen} couple and for operating filament post-compression system, the maximum gain achievable by controlling the input polarisation state is obtained in
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Fig. 4. (a: left) Input peak power for generating single filament as a function of the input ellipticity degree and (b: right) input power gain ellipticity dependence $P_{\text{in}}^{\varepsilon}$ for argon (blue line) and nitrogen (red line). The blue dot line (respectively the red line) corresponds to the argon (respectively the nitrogen) target respons

the atomic target. This implies that depending on the laser peak power range available from a CPA system and the gain one would obtain, it is possible controlling the ellipticity and choosing the right target nature to achieve relevant output energy for applications. For multi-mJ few-cycles pulse our study shows that a circular input polarisation is needed together with a gas target of high ionisation potential and low ionisation rate. In that way we expect to increase the gain by increasing the output energy in a single filament mode towards multi-mJ range.

2. Analysis of the atomic and molecular Kerr effect for an elliptical field

It is well-known that for the case of a pure Kerr medium the critical power for collapse is $\frac{3}{2}$ times larger for a circularly polarised beam than for a linearly polarised one [40]. In this paper we study the filamentation dynamics while changing the polarisation of the beam. We have used atomic (argon) and molecular (nitrogen) media observing some differences between them. In this section we demonstrate that the origin of these differences cannot be related to the dependence of the nonlinear collapse dynamics with the polarisation because it is identical for atoms and molecules, although the Kerr effect is not the same for such media. In order to obtained the dependence of the critical power with the polarisation we have used the same strategy used by Fibich which consists on calculating the propagation equations for a circularly polarised beam [40], obtaining the dependence of the nonlinear coefficient, $n_2$, with this particular polarisation. In our case we have generalised this result by calculating the equation for a general elliptically polarised beam, including not only the ellipticity $\varepsilon$, but the possible different phase between both components $\phi$. 
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2.1. Atomic target

The equations for slowly varying amplitudes of a general two polarisation components beam propagating in the direction \( z \) is [41]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{i}{\sigma} \frac{\partial E_+}{\partial \tau} &= -\frac{1}{2 \kappa_c} \nabla_\perp^2 E_+ + \frac{\kappa''}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_+}{\partial \tau^2} - k_c n_2 \left[ \left( \frac{|E_+|^2 + \frac{2}{3} |E_+|^2 \right) E_+ + \frac{1}{3} E^*_+ E^2_+ \right] \\
\frac{i}{\sigma} \frac{\partial E_-}{\partial \tau} &= -\frac{1}{2 \kappa_c} \nabla_\perp^2 E_- + \frac{\kappa''}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_-}{\partial \tau^2} - k_c n_2 \left[ \left( \frac{2}{3} |E_+|^2 + |E_+|^2 \right) E_+ + \frac{1}{3} E^*_+ E^2_+ \right]
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

From this equation one can calculate the equations for the elliptically polarised components:

\[
E_+ = \frac{E_x e^{-i \phi} E_y}{\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon^2}} \quad E_- = \frac{E_x + \varepsilon e^{-i \phi} E_y}{\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon^2}}
\]  

(2)

Assuming that we have a pure elliptically polarised beam, that is, that \( E_- = 0 \) for example, the equation for the other component has the following form:

\[
\frac{i}{\sigma} \frac{\partial E_+}{\partial \tau} = -\frac{1}{2 \kappa_c} \nabla_\perp^2 E_+ + \frac{k''}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_+}{\partial \tau^2} - k_c n_2 \left[ \frac{\varepsilon^4 + 4 \varepsilon^2 / 3 + 1 + 2 \varepsilon^2 \cos(2 \phi) / 3}{(1 + \varepsilon^2)^2} \right] |E_+|^2 E_+
\]  

(3)

which indicates that the nonlinearity, and therefore the critical power for collapse, changes with the ellipticity state of the beam. In the limit of \( \phi = \pi/2 \) and \( \varepsilon = 1 \), circularly polarised beam, the factor converges to the well-known \( \frac{1}{3} \). The same equation would be obtained for the other component. In summary, we have obtained the complete dependence of the critical power with the polarisation characteristics of the beam:

\[
P_{CR}(\varepsilon, \phi) = \frac{(1 + \varepsilon^2)^2}{\varepsilon^4 + 4 \varepsilon^2 / 3 + 1 + 2 \varepsilon^2 \cos(2 \phi) / 3}
\]  

(4)

2.2. Molecular target

In the case of a molecular beam one has to take into account the retarded behaviour of the Kerr effect that could appear in the equation representing possible Raman processes. In this case, the equations for slowly varying amplitudes of a general two polarisation components beam are different:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{i}{\sigma} \frac{\partial E_+}{\partial \tau} &= -\frac{1}{2 \kappa_c} \nabla_\perp^2 E_+ + \frac{k''}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_+}{\partial \tau^2} - k_c n_2 \left[ \left( \int |E_+|^2 + \frac{1}{3} \int |E_+|^2 \right) E_+ + \frac{1}{3} \left( \int E^*_+ E_+ + \int E_+ E^*_+ \right) E_+ \right] \\
\frac{i}{\sigma} \frac{\partial E_-}{\partial \tau} &= -\frac{1}{2 \kappa_c} \nabla_\perp^2 E_- + \frac{k''}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_-}{\partial \tau^2} - k_c n_2 \left[ \left( \frac{1}{3} \int |E_+|^2 + \int |E_+|^2 \right) E_+ + \frac{1}{3} \left( \int E^*_+ E_+ + \int E_+ E^*_+ \right) E_+ \right]
\end{align*}
\]  

(5)

where the expression \( \int |E|^2 \), or similar terms, indicate in a compact form the possible nonlinear retarded behaviour that the molecule could have, which expressed in a more extended way corresponds to \( \int R(i') |E_0(t - i')|^2 \, dt' \) with \( R(i) = (1 - x_d) \delta(i) + \int x_d \exp(-i \gamma t/d) \), where \( x_d \) indicates the contribution of the retarded Kerr effect in the medium and \( \tau_d \) is the characteristic retarded time of the medium.

The surprising result is that calculating the equation for the same elliptically polarised components than before we have obtained exactly the same result than for the atoms, although the couple-mode equations for the two polarisation components are different for each case. In conclusion, the dependence of the critical power for collapse with the polarisation do not depend on the type of target.

Other formalism have been proposed by A. Couairon and co-workers in [42] to studied the filament formation of twin laser pulses in air. The system of coupled equations that they used differ from Eq. (5) in the cross phase modulation and the coupling term. We have check that
starting from the system of equations used by Couairon and co-workers and doing the same procedure shown above we obtain the same critical power for the general elliptical polarised components. Therefore, even with different descriptions for the cross phase modulation term and of the coupling between the two polarisations we conclude that the dependence of the critical power with the polarisation is the same for atoms and for molecules. We really believe that a further discussion on the correct description of the cross phase modulation and the coupling between the two polarisation must be done.

3. Conclusion

We managed to define and find experimental conditions to produce supercontinuum of 300 nm consistent with few-cycles pulses generation through filamentation in gas with a supra-mJ output energy. This is done controlling the ellipticity degree of the input laser pulse and choosing a gas target that can afford the available laser input peak power. We demonstrate the capability of polarisation control to enhance the limitation of the input power by a factor 2 maintaining one single filamentation propagation mode and we highlight the importance of choosing the right target with respect to the range of the input peak power available. We also discuss the implication of circular polarisation on the induced filamentation and we highlight that ionisation is responsible for the different behavior attained between atomic and molecular targets. Besides, to build high power few-cycles pulse sources by filamentation, the polarisation controlled filamentation technique is robust and easy to implement on any standard CPA system. It permits to break for the first time the mJ output energy limit for supercontinuum generation maintaining one single filament. Therefore we think that our technique is adapted to high power CPA laser. This study is a promising step towards multi-mJ supercontinuum and high power few-cycles pulses generation.
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